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the sport is set in the future. a world
ruled by a police agency called "the
third" that successfully has kept the
world in order for hundreds of years.
it took no time, or a minimum of a
number of years, for the third to
discover a mutant, a deformed sort
of person, that helped it thrive in
keeping the world in order. but the
third did not stop at simply a
mutant. they did extra. they crafted
a number of top secret, genetically-
mutated human weapons, including
one named splinter cell. over time,
splinter cell has been gathered by
the third and deployed, like a secret
agent. the splinter cell has abilities
that every other agent doesn't. he
can leap 30 feet in a single stride,
can leap over objects, and has a
very fast reflexes. but all of that is
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merely the tip of the iceberg. he's
been engineered to carry out unique
missions and makes use of a
number of gadgets, like a gun that
can be used both as a handgun or a
sniper rifle, a rope that can help him
pull off a variety of stunts, and even
a grapple hook that can be used to
catch a number of people, or pull off
stunts. over the top of that, sam
fisher is also a deformed person,
even though not in the sense that
splinter cell is. his physique has
been mutilated. nevertheless, he's
discovered a way to make the
mutilation work for him, and it
involves a device referred to as the
deus ex, that can create cybernetic
enhancements to any specific body
part. with the deus ex, sam can add
wings, a tentacles, and an extension
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on his arms and legs. that's, of
course, if the third hasn't interfered.
an investigation into his daughters
death unwittingly leads former
agent sam fisher to discover hes
been betrayed by his prior agency,
the third echelon. now a renegade,
fisher finds himself in a race against
time to thwart a deadly terrorist plot
that threatens millions. uniting
revolutionary gameplay
enhancements with a high-octane,
no-holds-barred storyline, tom
clancys splinter cell conviction arms
you to the teeth with all the high-
tech weaponry and lethal skills of an
elite operative and invites you to
enter a dangerous world where
justice means making your own
rules. this release includes: tom
clancys splinter cell: conviction
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(main game) tom clancys splinter
cell: conviction insurgency pack
(dlc) tom clancys splinter cell:
conviction deluxe edition content
(dlc) tom clancys splinter cell:
conviction soundtrack mp3 (dlc)
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